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Kubota broadens
the range
Introducing new additions to the Kubota Family

Kubota DM3087

ideal weight distribution
Two mounting options
to increase overlap of
the cutting units.

A center suspension
system ensures
optimal tracking
and precise ground
contour following.

A vertical transport
solution allows for
narrow transport.

Kubota DM3087
With only 140hp, Kubota’s DM3087
can provide 28’7’’ of cutting
productivity. This cutting solution
allows farmers to effectively mow
extensive areas with a relatively small
tractor.

Each rear mowing unit is
equipped with Kubota’s
Non-Stop BreakAway
system. This technology
is designed to protect
the cutterbar if a foreign
obstacle is encountered.

Low horsepower
requirements allow 140hp
tractors to efficiently pull
these units through a
variety of crops.

Weighing only 3000lbs, this unit
proves to be the ideal ratio between
low weight, to large working width.
The center suspended mowing units
combined with Kubota’s cutterbar
technology and their three - bladed
discs offer unmatched mowing
performance.

Kubota Model

DM
3087

Working Width (ft)

28’7”

Weight approx. (lbs)

3000

Hitch (CAT)
Min. PTO hp req. (hp/kW)
Number of discs/ blades

2/3
140/100
16/48

Kubota DM4032

Kubota’s Non-Stop BreakAway
technology protects the cutterbar
by moving the mowing unit both
back and up when an obstacle is
encountered.

Simple to set and adjust. Set
the height of the tractor linkage
and adjust ground pressure by
tightening the suspension springs.

By switching the pulleys, the
2-speed driveline can be set to eco
speed which reduces the rpm from
1000rpm to 750rpm thus lowering
fuel consumption.

To ensure best possible ground
adaptation, the mowing unit
moves independently from the
front linkage.

Outstanding ground following ability
Kubota DM4032
Kubota’s DM4032 features a user
friendly interface while still providing
a tough low weight solution. The
DM4032 distinguishes itself through its
excellent cutting performance and its
unique ability to adapt to a variety of
terrain.

With eight counter rotating discs, cut
quality is uncompromised. Running the
DM4032 in combination with Kubota’s
DM5040, producers can effectively
cut 23’7’’ of material with very low
horsepower demands.

Kubota Model

DM
4032

Working Width (ft)

10’6”

Weight approx. (lbs)

1566

Hitch (CAT)

2

Min. PTO hp req. (hp/kW)

40/29

Number of discs/ blades

8/24

Kubota DMC8028R

Increased durability
Suspension rod and spring
geometry provide excellent
cutterbar protection.

Carefully engineered design
minimizes the number of
moving parts, leading to
increased durability and easy
servicing.

Full width roller conditioner
for gentle handling of fragile
crop and preservation of
nutritional value.

Kubota DMC8028R
Kubota’s DMC8028R was
carefully designed to allow both
the cutterbar and conditioning unit
to float separately from the main
chassis, providing an unsurpassed
ability to follow a variety of terrain.
This unit features full width roller
conditioning and Kubota’s 3-bladed
cutterbar technology.

Kubota Model

DMC
8028R

Working Width (ft)

9’2”

Weight approx. (lbs)

3870

Hitch (CAT)

2

Min. PTO hp req. (hp/kW)

70/50

Number of discs/ blades

16/18

Kubota RA2072

cost-effective two-rotor rake
Maintenance friendly
oil-immersed
FarmLine gearbox.

TerraLink Quattro
features a 3-dimensional
flexibility system which
allows the rake to float
across a variety of
terrains.

Kubota RA2072
The RA2072 is Kubota’s smallest
double rotor, center delivery rake.
This rake is ideal for small professional
operations that need added flexibility.
With raking widths ranging between
20’4’’ - 23’7’’ it has the ability to work
comfortably in tight fields and produce
consistent windrows day in and day
out.

Strong carrier frame
for stable raking
performance and high
ground clearance.

Actively steered rear
wheels and headstock
geometry allows for an
80 degree turning radius.

Kubota’s RA2072 has a sturdy carrier
frame which features rear steered
wheels, a TerraLink Quattro flexibility
system and a unique hydraulically
controlled working width adjustment.

Kubota Model

Working Width (ft)
Weight approx. (lbs)
Hitch (CAT)
Min. PTO hp req. (hp/kW)

RA
2072
20’4”-23’7”

3616
2
50/35

Number of rotors

2

Number of arms per rotor

11

The company reserves the right to change the above specifications without notice. This brochure is for descriptive purposes only. Some of the
items pictured in this brochure are optional and not standard equipment. Please consult your local Kubota dealer for warranty, safety or product
information. Kubota strongly recommends of a seatbelt and ROPS (rollover protective structure) in almost all applications. ©2015 Kubota Corporation
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